Microscopic description of a drop on a solid surface.
Two approaches recently suggested for the treatment of macro- or nanodrops on smooth or rough, planar or curved, solid surfaces, based on fluid-fluid and fluid-solid interaction potentials are reviewed. The first one employs the minimization of the total potential energy of a drop by assuming that the drop has a well defined profile and a constant liquid density in its entire volume with the exception of the monolayer nearest to the surface where the density has a different value. As a result, a differential equation for the drop profile as well as the necessary boundary conditions are derived which involve the parameters of the interaction potentials and do not contain such macroscopic characteristics as the surface tensions. As a consequence, the macroscopic and microscopic contact angles which the drop profile makes with the surface can be calculated. The macroscopic angle is obtained via the extrapolation of the circular part of the drop profile valid at some distance from the surface up to the solid surface. The microscopic angle is formed at the intersection of the real profile (which is not circular near the surface) with the surface. The theory provides a relation between these two angles. The ranges of the microscopic parameters of the interaction potentials for which (i) the drop can have any height (volume), (ii) the drop can have a restricted height but unrestricted volume, and (iii) a drop cannot be formed on the surface were identified. The theory was also extended to the description of a drop on a rough surface. The second approach is based on a nonlocal density functional theory (DFT), which accounts for the inhomogeneity of the liquid density and temperature effects, features which are missing in the first approach. Although the computational difficulties restrict its application to drops of only several nanometers, the theory can be applied indirectly to macrodrops by calculating the surface tensions and using the Young equation to determine the contact angle. Employing the canonical ensemble version of the DFT, nanodrops on smooth and rough solid surfaces could be investigated and their characteristics, such as the drop profile, contact angle, as well as the fluid density distribution inside the drop can be determined as functions of the parameters of the interaction potentials and temperature. It was found that the contact angle of the drop has a simple (quasi)universal dependence on the energy parameter epsilon(fs) of the fluid-solid interaction potential and temperature. The main feature of this dependence is the existence of a fixed value theta(0) of the contact angle theta which separates the solid substrates (characterized by the energy parameter epsilon(fs) of the fluid-solid interaction potential) into two classes with respect to their temperature dependence. For theta>theta(0) the contact angle monotonously increases and for theta<theta(0) monotonously decreases with increasing temperature. For theta=theta(0) the contact angle is independent of temperature. The results obtained via DFT were also applied to check the validity of the macroscopic phenomenological equations (Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel equations) for drops on rough surfaces, and of the equation for the sticking force of a drop on an inclined surface.